
Chapter 268:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
‘NATURAL DISASTER’
"What's the matter? Where's the Soul Devour Orb? Where did it go?
Has it been stolen?"

Li Qinghe frowned and said, with a look of shock on his face.

Lu Yuan shook his head: "There is no spatial fluctuation, it shouldn't
be someone who used the force of space to take it away. I'm not very
clear about the specifics."

Lu Yuan's space system transcendent gene has reached the emperor
level, if someone really wants to take the Soul Devourer through the
space system transcendent gene, he will definitely not be
unconscious.

Obviously it is a special situation.

Lu Yuan thought about it, and said, "This may have something to do
with the appearance of several Soul Eater Orbs before. Perhaps these
people who have Soul Eater Orbs are not the Soul Eater who actually
control the Soul Eater Orbs. Maybe it's the Soul Eater Orbs that really
control it. The owner moved his hands and feet."

"The real master? Then why did he suddenly move his hands and
feet?"

There was a hint of doubt on Li Qinghe's face, and then her eyes lit up,
thinking of something, and looking at Lu Yuan:

"Is it because my brother, you killed several Soul Eater holders?"

Lu Yuan thought about it, and thought it might actually be the case.

He nodded: "Perhaps right?"
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When Lu Yuan and Li Qinghe were discussing, the alienation
phenomenon in other cities suddenly collapsed and disappeared.

Seeing this scene, the crowds of night watchmen who were dealing
with the alienation and the powerhouses of the gene warrior family
were all stunned and looked at each other.

No one can understand why the phenomenon of sudden alienation
disappeared directly.

…………

Imperial capital, underground containment room.

In Li Xinghai's dark realm, the battle lasted for more than half an
hour.

The man in the black cloak who had been promoted to the
consummation of the war emperor faced the two powerhouses of the
consummation level of the war emperor, and still managed to be
evenly matched.

This is still done in Li Xinghai's domain.

It is conceivable that the strength of the war emperor who has
mastered the Soul Devouring Orb is much stronger than the average
war emperor.

At this moment, whether it is Li Xinghai, Siqi, or the black cloaked
man, they have more or less wounds on their bodies, and their breath
has become a lot weaker.

laugh! !

Ice blades slashed through the darkness, slashing towards the black
cloaked man, who avoided the black cloak, and an ice blade slashed
across the black cloak, revealing his face under the cloak.

It was an elf with pale skin, unlike a living person, with long jet black
hair and pointed ears.



Seeing this elf, both Li Xinghai and Siqi frowned slightly.

Neither of them knew the elf.

"Who the ** are you? I have never seen you in the elf war emperor of
the Baiyun Star Territory."

Cracks appeared on the icy blue Lin Armor on Si Qi's body, and the
blood kept overflowing. His face was cold, staring at the black-haired
elf man.

The corner of the elven man’s mouth raised, revealing a smile, his
eyes swept around, he breathed out a faint breath, and said: “Don’t
worry about who I am, the'natural disaster' has already targeted
Daqixing, and you will become a sacrifice. Taste."

In the changing expressions of Si Qi and Li Xinghai, the elf man
suddenly tore the space in the dark realm and entered the space
crack.

The elf man intends to leave here. Although the number of alien
objects collected this time is far from the expectations he wants, Si Qi
and Li Xinghai are stronger than he thought. He has not been able to
match the two of them for so long. Take it and continue, I am afraid
that there will be other strong emperors to support, it is better to
leave directly.

Thinking of this, a cold killing intent appeared on the face of the elf
man, because someone had stolen the power of his Soul Eater.
Otherwise, even if the Soul Eater did not grow to full body, all the Soul
Eater would have been absorbed. After that, he should also have
hope to reach the Battle Saint level, even if he can't reach the Battle
Saint level, it is far better than now!

After being found in Tong's house before, everything went wrong!
After the original plan was passed on to the Red Maple guard and the
night watch by the bug that discovered it, he had to change the plan
forcibly. Almost all the previous arrangements were invalidated. In a
short time, his arrangements were not counted at all. Too much.



Originally thought that he would have more time, and even planned
to use the Soul Eater Orb to cause abnormal movement, which could
attract a large number of powerful people to leave the imperial
capital, but also accelerate the growth of the Soul Eater Orb so that he
had enough hole cards in this raid.

As a result, he did not expect that Soul Devour Orb was discovered
faster than he had imagined. He could only enter the underground
containment chamber directly before he was fully prepared. In the
end, even the most critical Dark Abyss Demon Gate had a problem. In
the end, Became such a result.

Thinking of this, the elven man has a hideous face, no matter who it is,
if I find you, you will surely collect your soul and be tortured forever!

Seeing the elf man running away, Si Qi and Li Xinghai, whose
expressions had changed, immediately reacted and hurriedly chased
them.

"Want to run?! Today is your death date!"

As soon as the two approached the space rift, the space rift was
closed.

Seeing the calm spatial fluctuations, Li Xinghai and Si Qi looked ugly.

"Old guy, can you catch up?"

Li Xinghai looked at Siqi, and Siqi took out a silver-white charm, and a
touch of pain appeared in his eyes:

"Damn... it can only be used once in the end. It will definitely catch
up!"

The silver-white charm in his hand burst into light, and then tore a
gap in space, and the two crossed over at the same time.

…………



In Taichuan City, after the Soul Devouring Orb disappeared, Lu Yuan
and Li Qinghe left the residential building, planning to find the person
in charge of the Night's Watch Division, to explain the matter first,
and then to visit another city where the alienation phenomenon
occurred.

In the midnight sky, the two of them were flying in the air. Lu Yuan
suddenly stopped, frowning slightly, and looking in one direction with
a solemn expression, a look of uncertainty appeared in his eyes.

Noting Lu Yuan's movement, Li Qinghe frowned slightly: "Brother Yuan,
what's the matter?"

Lu Yuan came back to his senses and smiled: "I discovered that there
may be a new phenomenon of alienation, Sister Qinghe, you go to the
sub-director of the Night Watchman branch to clarify the situation,
and I will check it out."

Li Qinghe was taken aback: "Do you want me to help?"

Lu Yuan smiled and shook his head: "It's no big deal, it should be
similar to the previous Soul Eater."

Li Qinghe heard the words, thinking of Lu Yuan's previous strength,
and nodded: "Well then, pay attention to your own safety."

"Don't worry."

Lu Yuan smiled, his body disappeared in place.

Soon, Lu Yuan appeared in a wilderness not far from the city of
Taichuan. There were wisps of black mist flowing around him,
astringing aura, hiding in the shadows, his face solemn.

He and Li Qinghe were a little relaxed before, he actually felt the
fluctuation of the space, and even the evil aura came out of the
space.



That was not at the Soul Devouring Orb level at all, and the Soul
Devouring Orb holders at the Battle Emperor level definitely did not
have such a powerful aura.

It is the Emperor of War.

The first thing Lu Yuan thought of was the stalkers he had attracted
when he repaired the space door.

The stalker has a strong aura of alienation, and at the same time it
can tear the existence of space.

However, this aura seemed weaker than that of the stalker, and the
aura seemed a little weak, which made Lu Yuan a little unsure, so he
planned to come and see for himself.

Soon, Lu Yuan saw the space crevices torn in the air, and also saw a
humanoid creature coming out of the space crevices.

Seeing this humanoid creature, Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief, at
least not a hunter.

Otherwise, with the strength of the stalker, even if all the war
emperors of Daqixing go together, I am afraid that they will suffer
heavy casualties.

But... how does this guy look familiar?

Lu Yuan looked at the tattered robe on the elf man, thinking about
where he had seen it before.

This is an elf, and the only elf I have seen are Sister Shuangyue and
the elf mission, or some elf genetic warriors I have seen in the land of
origin.

There is no such face inside.

Then Lu Yuan sensed something through the breath of the elf man,
and his face changed slightly.



This breath... seems to be the guy I met in the small world of Tong's
family?

The man in the black cloak?

Why is he here? He turned out to be an elf? Isn't it a human?

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

And in the air, after the black cloaked man emerged from the rift in
the space, he breathed out slightly and glanced around. The area he
located was the city where the servant who was last killed before was
located.

Through his induction of Soul Devourer, he should be able to find the
one who killed the servant. Although it may not be too late for
revenge, at the very least, he has to understand who it is, and there
will always be a chance to retaliate in the future.

It's just that he doesn't have the extraordinary genes of the space
element, and his strength has not reached the level of war saints. He
even suffered serious injuries. Although he can tear the space with his
own strength and carry out long-distance spatial movement, he has
appeared on the coordinates. A little bit of deviation appeared in the
wilderness that was still a certain distance from the city.

But for the elf man, this problem is not a big problem. With the
strength of the emperor rank, even if he is injured, he can still travel
to that city at a very fast speed and sense the person who killed his
servant.

A cold killing intent emerged from the blood-colored eyes of the elf
man.

At this moment, the surrounding space fluctuated and tore apart
again, and Si Qi and Li Xinghai rushed out.



Seeing Siqi and Li Xinghai, the elven man's face condensed.
Unexpectedly, these two humans also have the ability to tear apart
space, revealing a cold expression:

"Damn... lingering human beings."

His eyes flickered, and he could only choose to give up finding the guy
who killed his servant behind the scenes, and leave first, then there
will be a chance to find that person in the future!

He tore the space again, planning to leave.

The strength of these two humans is not as good as him, coupled with
his special alienation, tearing space is not particularly difficult for him.
He does not believe that these two humans can continue to tear
space and use it like him. Space-related items have a greater
probability, and such items are generally extremely precious, not
infinite.

The elf man thought, his mouth raised, showing a sneer.

At this moment, the space he had torn apart suddenly shook, and
then violent distortions and fluctuations occurred.

The face of the elf man who had originally planned to enter the space
gate changed, and he quickly backed away for a while.

boom! !

The previously torn space suddenly exploded, and the space
appeared distorted cracks, and the space inside was full of space
storms overflowing, the terrifying power surged, and even the ground
below appeared a series of cracks.

Aftermath hit the elf man, a trace of black blood spilled from the
corner of his mouth, and his blood-colored eyes looked at the slowly
healed space crack with a trace of disbelief. He did not expect that he
tore the space channel apart. It will explode directly! This is not
reasonable at all!



Seeing that the elf man had planned to tear the space to escape
again, Li Xinghai and Si Qi looked ugly. At this moment, the space
crack suddenly exploded, making them both stunned for a moment,
somewhat unexpected.

Don't tear the space if you don't tear the space, why bother?

But after all, they are the powerhouses of the war emperor level, their
combat experience is so rich, they recovered almost instantaneously,
and launched an attack on the elf man.

The elf man's face was so ugly, he roared, "Damn it!"

His eyes were blood red, and there were wisps of evil black mist
flowing around his body, and he rushed towards Si Qi and Li Xinghai.
He thought that these two humans must have moved their hands and
feet!

…………

Lu Yuan, who was hiding in the shadows, had more or less guesses in
his heart after seeing Si Qi and Li Xinghai coming through the space
crack.

The target of these two old men is probably the elf man.

If Lu Yuan's previous feelings were correct, this elf man should be the
man in the black cloak that Lu Yuan saw in Tong's house last time.

Lu Yuan didn't understand how the man in the black cloak was
discovered, but since even the two war emperors came here, it was
obviously chasing him.

It's just that Lu Yuan didn't expect it to be so coincidental. The man in
the black cloak just appeared next to the city of Taichuan. Maybe he
had better luck?

Then Lu Yuan saw that the elf man was going to continue to tear
through the space rift and was going to escape.

Seeing this scene, Lu Yuan couldn't help laughing.



Obviously, this elven man did not have the supernatural gene of the
space element. He was forcibly torn apart the space through brute
force, just like the Heavenly Underworld Saint that Lu Yuan had
encountered before in the land of origin.

However, the elven man is not the sage of the sky, and the degree of
stability of this space crack is definitely not as good as that.

For Lu Yuan, who possesses the extraordinary genes of the
Emperor-level Space System, it might be a little difficult to fight
against the gaps in this space, but if you want to destroy the gaps in
the space, don’t be too simple, this kind of unsteady gap in space. ,
Just need him to gently flick the space line to make the space more
chaotic, and it will explode soon.

So Lu Yuan used his space system supernatural gene to easily move
the space line, and then Lu Yuan saw the space gap burst, and the elf
man seemed to be injured a bit.

When Lu Yuan saw the elf man look a little dazed, the corners of his
mouth raised and a faint smile appeared.

Are you surprised or surprised?

Then Lu Yuan saw Li Xinghai and Siqi rushing towards the elf man.

Li Xinghai's body was full of dense darkness overflowing, wrapping
the entire sky and the elf man in it.

Afterwards, there was a violent roar from inside ~www.mtlnovel.com~,
and the battle began.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly as he looked at the constantly
shaking dark space.

He felt that this dark space was a bit similar to his Shadow Realm,
both forming a place similar to a realm, and then suppressing the
enemies inside.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, planning to go in and watch a good show.



If it were other combat skills, Lu Yuan might be found if he went in,
but Lu Yuan had some similar combat skills in the Shadow Nation.

He can blend into it quietly, and he won't even be discovered by the
user of combat skills, that is, Father Li Xinghai.

There is a sneaky thrill.

Of course, Lu Yuan would definitely not enter it himself.

The black shadow under him twisted and formed a shadow clone, and
then the shadow clone rose into the air and slowly merged into the
shadow realm, just like going home.
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